Indigenous (Un)History Month
RavenSpace - Digital Publishing in Indigenous Studies

June is recognized as Aboriginal History Month but at UBC Library we hold a tradition of (Un)History Month -- a celebration and acknowledgement of the importance of Indigenous Peoples – not only in history – but in the present and future.

**Exhibition: RavenSpace, Co-Creating Interactive Indigenous Studies Books**
June 1 to August 31
Irving K. Barber Learning Centre (IKBLC), Level 2, 1961 East Mall

This collaborative exhibit showcases the first digital books to come from RavenSpace, a new model of publishing, for interactive, media-rich books in Indigenous studies, where communities and scholars can work together in a culturally respectful way:

- Elsie Paul, with Davis McKenzie, Paige Raibmon, and Harmony Johnson, *As I Remember It: Teachings (ʔəms taʔaw) from the life of a Sliammon Elder* (UBC Press)

Come and see how these publications – with animations, classroom resources, and multiple pathways through text and media – are made.

**EXHIBIT LAUNCH AND RECEPTION:** June 5 from 5:30 to 7 pm, Chilcotin Room (256), IKBLC

**Teaching through telling: The RavenSpace Publishing Project**
June 4 from 9 am - 3:30 p.m.
UBC Education Library
2125 Main Mall

This multimodal event showcases stories – oral, visual, and virtual storytelling on display all day! Come hear stories and learn about how to use storytelling in the classroom.

- 9:30 to 11:00 am: Learn about Musqueam culture through a blend of storytelling and animation with Musqueam Stories Transformed.
- 1:30 to 3:00 pm: Learn how to use storytelling in the classroom with a multimodal display in “Teachings for the Classroom: Connecting the BC New Curriculum to As I Remember It.”

Throughout the day, browse the exhibition of Indigenous children’s literature and take a break with some refreshments.

**Colloquia: RavenSpace - Taking the Book to the Web**
June 5 from 1:30 - 5 p.m.
UBC First Nations Longhouse
Sty Wet-Tan Great Hall

This colloquium features short presentations by co-creators of the digital books and representatives from UBC Press and the University of Washington Press. The speakers will describe how they are transforming books into immersive online multimedia experiences, and lessons learned along the way.

UBC Library thanks its partners in its seventh annual Indigenous (Un)History Month programming.
Learn more: ikblc.ubc.ca